The Coast of Southern Africa

A survey from the desert shores of the
Namib to the waters of the Maputaland
coral reefs, depicting the villages, towns,
great harbours, and the areas vast range of
animal inhabitants.

The Wild Coast is one of South Africas most remote stretches of shoreline, offering some of the most beautiful and
primeval coastal scenery inRead a National Geographic magazine article about South African coast and get information,
facts, and more about marine biodiversity. Of South Africas twin coastlines, the east coast draws a much higher
percentage of overseas visitors. They are attracted by the relative warmthThe Cape West Coast is synonymous with the
fishing lifestyle. From the earliest days in South African history, fishermen realised that the cold Benguela current
Continental South Africa has a coastline of some 3,650 km and an Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of just over 1
million km2. Waters in the EEZ Driving along the beautiful Western Cape coast and beaches of South Africa near Cape
Town.The West Coast is a region of the Western Cape province in South Africa and is bordered by the Atlantic Ocean
on the west and the Swartland region on the eastCoast to Coast provides the best and well detailed back packer listings
within Southern Africa for all cultures and personalities. Southern Africa has enoughSouthern Africa is the southernmost
region of the African continent, variably defined by The region has both low-lying coastal areas, and mountains. In
terms ofCape Agulhas is the true most southern tip of Africa. This is where the Atlantic Ocean and the Indian Ocean
meet and mingle. The lighthouse at Cape Agulhas and the nature hike surrounding the area are suppose to be lovely.
South Africas Cape coast attracts thousands of local and international tourists each year to witness the Indian and
Atlantic oceans splashingSouth Africa occupies the southern tip of Africa, its coastline stretching more than 2,500
kilometres (1,600 miles) from the desert border with Namibia on the Atlantic (western) coast southwards around the tip
of Africa and then northeast to the border with Mozambique on the Indian Ocean.Wild Coast conservation gets R46m
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